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Office of Residential Life handles housing problems 
by Greg Dearborn question and drop In - which she 
Newspeak Staff encourages. Also, since she Is In more -..____ 
In previous years, students that had frequent contact with Dean Begin- ~ 
problems with their domiciles were Richardson. they have an easier time J. 
often shuffled back and forth between keeolnci up to date. ! 
the Office of the Director of Residence It had been long realized that there 
Operations, Patty Lewis and the Office was a problem with the old location, and 
of Dean of Student Attal~. Janet Begin- for a long time there was discussion 
Richardson. Thlslsnolongeraproblem, among Dean Reeves, Dean Brown, and 
since both women now share the area President Cranch about consolldatlng 
created by bulldlng an addition to the the two offices. Construction of the 
old Social Committee office. Now all addition was completed before the start 
student housing help Is conveniently of A Term. 
under one roof. Both officials are Ms. Lewis handles physical problems 
pleased by the move. with ttie dormitories and the on-campus 
Patty Lewis, who used to have a well- apartments. She works very closely with 
hidden, cramped office In the basement her offlce--mate, who works with frater-
of Sanford-Alley commented that her nltles. renters, and does some counsel-
old location wa~ bad because of the Ing. Often their jobs overlap, and they 
Isolation. With the new location, easily work together. 
seen adjacent to the computer terminals One aspect of her Job that occupies 
and the mall boxes In Daniels. students much of Dean Begin-Richardson's time 
are often reminded of a complaint or (continued on p-oe 4) Ae1ldence openitlona, D•nlela H811. 
-
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Dr. Isaac Asimov 
Wednesday 
8:00 P.M. 
Alden Hall 
Little action taken Battling the Bottle 
on campus lighting 
by Robert DeMattis 
Newspeak Staff 
The informal atmosphere at WPI often 
leads us to be rather lax about our 
personal safety. Programs such as 
SNaP, the Security Night Patrol, remind 
us that we are In a city and that we do 
have to be careful. The most dangerous 
time of course, is after dark. The WPI 
campus is for the most part well llghted 
However, there are some serious defi-
ciencies in som Important areas. In 
hopes of correcting this, a student. Dan 
Welnshenker ('84 MG) went around the 
campus In August of 1981 and did a 
survey of the lighting on and off campus. 
Weinshenker marked out on maps of the 
campus where lights were operating, 
where they were burnt out, and where 
they were obstructed by trees On 
another map of the campus. he high-
lighted areas that he felt needed more 
lighting. He submitted the report to Vice 
President Reeves. Reeves and Associate 
Dean of Students Janet Begin Richard-
son took an Interest In the report. As a 
result of It, Reeves and Richardson did 
their own survey and came out with the 
same results, save a few minor points 
and additions Welnshenker's report 
was then sent to Plant Services. Here, 
the report got a more casual response. 
There was no Immediate reaction taken, 
but Plant Services, under the direction 
of Roger Albrecht, did have an electrical 
contractor do another survey. The re-
sults of this survey concurred with those 
of the two previous ones. 
It has been nearly a year now since the 
report was brought to the attention of 
school officials and yet nothing seems 
to have been done. One area which 
Welnshenker stressed as a priority, the 
stairs by the side of the Library, is stlll in 
total darkness. 
tn an Interview with Newspeak, John 
Miller, Director of Plant Services, stated 
that he had spoken with Weinshenker 
and that he planned to tour the campus 
with Welnshenker in the near future. 
(continued on page 4) 
-------
John Miiier. - Chrtt Pappa. 
by Tim Roesch 
Last Thursday In SL 104 at 4:00 p.m .• 
Interested s1udents sat down to listen to 
Bob Jenks speak for the Bottle Biii. This 
blll was first brought up before the State 
legislature between 1972 and 1976. 
Against strong opposition from the 
Senate and House leaders the blll 
passed and Is due to go Into effect In 
January if all goes well. But the bill has 
been put back on the ballot due to a 
repeal move prompted by leading bottle 
manufacturers . and asundry other 
groups that say that bOth they and the 
consumer wlll be hurt economically by 
this controversial bill. 
According to Mr. Jenks the people of 
the state want the Bottle Bill. He cites 
polls taken across the state as evidence. 
He states that 70411i of those polled want 
the blll. 
These are the good points that the pro 
8111-ltes expound . First, there wlll be an 
eventual 5% price decrease In the cost 
per can due to a decreased cost of 
manufacture. Whether or not the com-
pany that produces the container will 
pass the savings to the consumer Is 
unknown. According to Mr. Jenks' fig-
ures, 7% of the landfill space and 
approximately 40% of the fitter (by 
volume) wlll no longer be beer and soda 
containers. This would result In a lesser 
need for landfllls, a reduced city expen-
diture for sanitation, reduced Utter and 
Bill bottle up 
greater safety to the animals, children 
and tires that seem to run around on the 
broken glass and other hazards that 
such litter presents. 
Now It's the bottling companies' tum. 
They say that the consumer will end up 
oavlnQ a Qreater price for the beverage 
contained in such recycled containers. 
They also say that the stores would have 
storage and sanitation problems due to 
the unclean returned containers An-
other point that they bring up Is that 
eventually the Bottle 8111 will be made to 
include not just beer and soda con-
tainers but also wine. ketchup, mustard, 
mayonnaise and other such containers 
Above these accusations float strange 
contradictions First, according to Mr. 
Jenks. consumer groups. city and local 
governments, mafor public interest 
groups, and the League of Women 
Voters are all for the bill . 
On the other side of the coin. Gover-
nor King (who supposedly received 
campaign funding from the beverage 
container manufacturers), some major 
chain stores. and the president of the 
state senate are dead set against the blll. 
In tact, Governor King vetoed the blll 
once. 
The ballot number for the Bottle Biii is 
#4 Voting yes means you want the 
Bottla Biii. voting no means you don't 
want it. (conUnued on .,.ge S) 
WP/ to co-sponsor Goddard celebration 
The astronaut slated to pilot Ameri-
ca's first Spacelab mission wlll offlclally 
open the Goddard Centennial Celebra-
tion and Exposition at the Centrum in 
Worcester Tuesday, October 5. 
NASA's Brewster H. Shaw, Jr., a major 
In the U.S. Air Force, will be the City of 
Worcester's special guest In the opening 
ceremony at 11 :30 a.m .. according to 
Shawmut Worcester County Bank chair-
man Neal F. Finnegan, celebration 
chairman 
The community's tribute to the late 
Robert H. Goddard - who became 
known as "the father of the Space Age" 
- begins on the 100th anlversary of his 
birth In Worcester. It continues Wednes-
day and Thursday, October 6 and 7, at 
the Centrum In Worcester w ith a maf or 
exposition of Space Age technology and 
Industrial "splnoffs." 
Exposition hlghllghts. among more 
than 40 exhibits honoring the rocket 
pioneer, will be the Smithsonian Institu-
tion's Saturn #1 H-1 engine; NASA's 
exhibit Including a Space Shuttle model, 
and flight and planetary photographs, 
moon rocks plus the communicator 
used by "E. T '' to "phone home" a 
working robot, and the film To Fly. 
The public Is Invited to view the free 
exposition from 12 to 9 p.m .. October 5-
7, at the Centrum, 50 Foster Street The 
exposition opening follows Shaw's 
morning appearance In nearby Auburn, 
where Goddard's first successful rocket 
firing wlll be r&-ereated 
Scheduled to pilot the Spacelab STS-
9 mission In September 1983, with 
Commander John Young and two other 
crew members, the 37-year-old Shaw Is 
a native of cass City, Michigan, and a 
graduate of the University ofWisconsln-
Madlson, with an M.S. In engineering 
mechanics from the same university. 
After service as an F-100 combat 
fighter pilot In Vietnam In 1971, Shaw 
was assigned to a Thailand base where 
he flew combat mlssjons as an F-4 
fighter pllot. He attended the USAF Test 
Pilot School at Edwards Air Force Base, 
California, In 1975-76 and served as an 
Instructor there untll 1978. NASA named 
him an astronaut candidate In January 
1978, and he completed training the 
following year. 
Shaw has received a number of a-
wards in recognition of his Vietnam 
service, Including the Air Force Dis-
tinguished Flying Cross with 6 Oak Leaf 
Clusters. 
The Goddard Centennial Celebration 
and E.xpositlon Is co-sponsored by the 
Worcester Area Chamber of Commerce, 
by Clark University and WPI In coopera-
tion with the Worcester County Con-
vention and Visitors Bureau and the 
Center for Business Information. 
-
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8:15 P.M. - A WPI student reported 
several non-WPI students occupying 
Alumni Gym, preventing WPI students 
from using the facillty. WPI Police 
officers responded and the non-W Pl 
students were removed. 
by Greg Doerschler 
Assoc/ate Editor 
WPI flag from a beer cooler belonging to 
a group of Coast Guard Academy 
students at the football game. See 
Highlights. Highlights 
BrMlllCOntlnue 
Breaks into apartments and vehicles 
In the WPI area were again reported last 
week, continuing a trend of the past 
several weeks. Three housebreaks and 
three vehicle breeks were reported to 
WPI Police last week . 
The flrtt apartment break was r&-
ported et 4:20 P.M. on Tuesday. Septem-
ber 28. A fll"llt floor window of an 
apartment In the Lancaster Street area 
occupied by a WPI student had been 
forced open. A stereo was stolen In the 
Incident. 
At 5:30 P.M. on Thursday, September 
30 a WPI student residing In the ~yn1on Street area reported that his 
apartment had been broken Into the 
previous day. A portable radio/televi-
sion was stolen. The student's landlord 
reportedly aaw a black mete, 5'7" with 
short cropped hair, wearing a gold cap 
and a red jacket carrying a television off 
the preml98S et around noon Wednes-
day. That seme subject Is possibly 
Involved In other trea breaks as well. 
An alarm was received by the WPI 
Pollc:eWednesdey, September29at6:55 
P.M. for a WPI owned house in the Mass. 
Avenue area. N WPI Pollce officers 
investigated, it was determined that the 
house had been forcibly entered, but the 
culprits had been scared off prior to the 
arrival of WPI Pollce. Nothing was 
reported missing In the Incident. 
F1ag Recovered 
WPI Pollc:e Officer Cheryl Martunas 
on duty at the football game vs. Coast 
Guard was informed that a flag be-
longlng to WPI was In possession of a 
group of Coast Guard students In the 
bleachers. When Officer Martunas ques-
tioned the subjects, they denied any 
knowledge of the flag. A subsequent 
search of their beer coolers located the 
flag, which was determined to have been 
stolen from the roof of Harrington 
Auditorium. 
Police Log 
The following are excerpts from the 
WPI Police log for the period September 
24-30. The listing consists of significant 
Incidents and Items of general student 
lnteresL 
S.turday, September 25 
4:00 PM. - An officer recovered a 
a:oo P.M. _ A WPI student bro~ght 
Alumni Reunion signs Into the station. 
reporting that other persons had at-
tempted to steal the signs. 
10:20 P.M - A WPI officer reported a 
subject yelling on Mass. Avenue. The 
subject was cnecKeo out ano sent on n1s 
way. ed th 11 :00 P.M. - SNaP report ~ee 
non-WPI students In Riley Hall refusing 
to leave the area. A WPI Police Officer 
checked out the three and advised them 
of trespass. The subjects were removed. 
Sunday, September 26 
3:15 P.M. - A WPI student reporte~ 
that his keys were stolen from Alumni 
Gym by two youths. ages 7-10. 
Monday, September 27 
2:45 A.M. - A WPI student reported a 
suspicious person on Trowbridge Street 
looking In the windows at 25 Trow-
bridge. WPI Pollce officers responded. 
The subject was not located. 
2:00 P M. - A student residing off 
campus reported that her car was 
broken Into between 2:00 A.M. and 6:00 
A.M. Friday momlng. See Highlights. 
Tuesday, September 28 
4:20 p M - A WPI student reported 
that his off campus apartment In the 
Lancaster Street area was broken Into. 
See Highlights. 
Wednesday, September 29 
10:25 A.M. - A WPI student reported 
that a tire on his vehicle parked In a 
fraternity parking lot had been slashed 
the previous night. 
6;55 P.M. - An alarm was received 
from a WPI owned house In the Mass. 
Avenue area WPI Officers investigating 
reported that the house had been forci-
bly entered, but the subjects fled prior to 
their arrlval. See Highlights. 
Thursday, September 30 
1:00 P.M. - A vehicle parked In the 
Highland Street area was reported to 
have been broken Into. See Hlghllghts. 
5:30 P.M. -A WPI student residing In 
the Boynton Street area reported that 
his apartment had been broken Into. See 
Hlghllghts. 
The WPI Co-op has plenty of jobs available 
by David A. Mahoney 
Newspea/c Staff 
If you're interested In taking some 
time ott from school In order to work. the 
WPI Cooperative Education Program 
may be able to help. The main purpose 
of the program la to find jobs for WPI 
juniors and seniors who want them. In 
spite of the generally poor economic 
condition of the nation. good jobs In 
technical fields can be found. John 
Farley. WPI alumnus and head of the 
Co-op program since 1979 states "there 
are jobs available. I have at least fifty 
good slots open now." 
In order to be eligible to participate In 
the Co-op program. a student must meet 
c:ertaln requirements. He must be en-
rolled as a full-time student at WPI and 
either be a junior or a senior. The 
student must be maintaining satisfac-
tory academic: progress and have the 
approve! of his academic advisor. 
WPI students who enroll In the pro-
gram may work one or two periods. 
These work periods are usually eight 
months long, although they may be 
shorter. These periods start In January 
and June, although this too Is flexible. 
Someone wishing to work two periods 
will usually start work at the end of his 
sophomore and Junior years, or In 
January of the junior and senior years. If 
a student wishes to work only one eight 
month period, he will usually begin at 
the end of his aec:ond year or sometime 
during his third. If a student opts for 
working two periods, It will most likely 
take him five years to graduate. If he 
works only one period, he could be able 
to graduate In four yeat1, owing to the 
ttexlblllty of the WPI Plan. 
John Farley S88ks compa,,les with 
work environments where the student 
can gain experience and progress In his 
chosen field. The Co-op worker does 
some fairly advanced work for his 
employer, although usually not o.n the 
same level as a full-fledged engineer. 
The student employee Is paid well, 
Director of Co.ap - John Y•"-Y· 
sometimes up to 80% of what an entry 
level engineer would make. Because 
WPI Is situated In the middle of a high 
tech region and moat WPI students 
come from New England, moat com-
panies in the Co-op program are re-
gional. However, students have worked 
New Laboratory Course In Physics 
There is a new laboratory course in Physics, PH 
1601, specifically designed for nonphysics majors. 
The course carries 1/6 unit of credit so it can be 
taken as an overload. Students are invited to 
participate in this course. For information, call the 
Physics Department, ext. 5281 or 5258. 
and are working In such places as Ohio, 
New Jersey, California, and Germany. 
According to Mr. Farley, there are 
three major reasons why a student takes 
time off from school to work. The first Is 
that many students need to work In 
order to pay for their education Mr 
Farley estimates that if a student partl-
- Erfn O'Connell. 
cl pates In two eight month work periods, 
he should be able to save enough to pay 
for 35 to 40 percent of post sophomore 
year expenses Another major reason is 
experience. A student gets actual, prac-
tical experience In the real world of 
engineering and scientific: research. Fi-
nally, a student may be tired of two plus 
years of the WPI grind and wish to take a 
break. 
What are the benefits of participating 
In the Co-op program? Besides the 
afore-mentioned money and experi-
ence, the Co-op student Is able to get a 
Job In his or her field of Interest. Besides 
looking for jobs, John Farley counsels 
all Co-op students and gives them 
advice on career planning. Also, while 
working, the student maintains his sta-
tus as a full-time WPI student without 
having to pay any tuition. The experi-
ence gained In employment also bene-
fits the student In his academic career. 
In 1982, 82% of graduating Co-op 
students passed their competency ex-
ams the first time. as opposed to 724MI for 
all seniors. Also, 47% of Cooperative 
Education Mechanical Engineering stu-
dents graduate with honors. 
When John Farley took over the Co-
op program It was basically a small, 
experimental program that had been in 
operation only three years. He expan-
ded the program so that this year he has 
placed 94 students In Jobs. He says, 
"nearly everyone who wanted a Job got a 
job." Besides finding jobs for students, 
Mr. Farley spends fully one third of his 
time on the road Interviewing working 
Co-op students, their employers and 
potential employers. As a goal for the 
Co-op program, he would like to see It 
eventually expand to 120 students, or 
about 10% of each class. 
John Farley's message to students is 
that the Co-op office has Jobs and those 
who are Interested should see him. 
Juniors who are Interested in beginning 
work In January should see him Im-
mediately. Sophomores Interested In 
working next June should also stop by 
his office and discuss their plans and 
objectives with him. 
ii~·· ,, .. ~J. \ 
Where Be,urttul Bodies ... Gel Thal Wey '" 
Worcester's Largest Sports Fitness Gym 
For Guys & Gals Featuring ... 
• Complete Liiie of Neulllua Equipment 
• Connnllon•I Appu11ua 
• Olympic I. Fr" Weight• 
• Srrttch I Tone CIHsea 
• Mua•v• Locker Roome Compl••• W11h Sho""••~ locker' complimentary H•lr Dryers 
Appointment Required For 1st Workout 
250 Chandler St At Park A.-e Worcester TS'i 4~6 
Always FREE PARKING 
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"It's 10:00 p.m.; Do you know where your holograms are?" 
by Jean Salek 
Most llkely, many people do not know 
what holograms are, never mind where 
they are. According to Professor Pryput-
nlewlcz, "Holography Is the process of 
recording and reconstructing of the 
entire Information: I.e. both phase and 
amplitude are carried by optical wave-
fronts and as such, can be considered as 
a synthesis of Interference theory and 
diffraction theory." Baslcally, 
holograms are Images which are made 
by recording the Interference of two 
light wives; one wave Is reflected from an 
object onto a plate, while the other wave 
Is the reference beam. Reconstructing 
the hologram allows for the object to be 
seen as a three-dlmenslonal Image. 
As of this academic year, holograms 
can be found In the newly established 
laser labs which are located In Higgins 
Laba rooms #121 and #126. The first 
laser lab at WPI was Initiated by Aaaoci-
ate Professor Pryputniewicz in Decem-
ber of 1978 and dealt exclusively with 
holograms. By 1979, Research Assistant 
Aman Khan was working with laser 
beams and is currently studying towards 
his doctorate degree. The other people 
now Intricately Involved with laser 
beams Include two people studying 
towards their masters' degrees and five 
students doing their MQP's. At this time, 
these are the only people who have 
access to the four distinct lab rooms In 
Higgins. 
So what happens behind closed 
doors? Generally speaking, concentra-
ted amplified light waves called laser 
beams are used to obtain "information'' 
about an object and/or to make holo-
grams. In lab #1, laser beams are being 
used to study heat transfer rates and 
how temperature varies across a plate 
The equipment In this lab enables a 
person to obtain Information on specific 
points on the plate; subsequently, Iso-
therms can be constructed. 
In the second lab laser beams are 
being used to test the vibration of fila-
ments, while In the third lab laser beams 
are being used to measure the quality of 
metal sieves. The computer in lab #3 has 
three-dimenalonal graphical capablllty. 
The eight channel oscilloscope In the 
second lab Is just as impressive. 
Lab #4 Is the real beaut! In this room, 
WPI has highly sophisticated equip-
ment which la capable of handling 
objects with irregular shapes. There are 
only two of these facllltlea In the free 
world; the other is located in Strasbourg, 
France. The proceaa of "holographic 
heterodyne Interferometry" or the fringe 
interpolatlng technique Is used in this 
lab to find deformations in an object's 
shape. Unlike usual holograms which 
necessitate only one reference beam, 
the fringe Interpolating technique calls 
for two reference waves. 
The two reference waves are not the 
only things which greatly enhance ac-
curacy of measurements. The laser 
beam and object to be measured are 
- a.mlr Ghottl. 
WASHBURN PLACE 
1021/2 GROVE ST. LOWER LEVEL 
A Unique Candy Shoppe 
Hand Dipped Chocolates 
Gourmet Jelly Beans 
Cordials - Cognac -
Blackberry Brandy 
Old Fashioned Penny Candy 
FUDGE SPECIAL 
$3.50 per lb. 
NEAR NORTHWORKS 
ou\CK DR.41 It, 
Sale ~ 
Jean's Etc. 
Jr. Jeans Reg. $14.99 
Now $12.00 
Misses Corduroys Reg. $17.99 
Now $15.99 
Mens Jeans & Corduroys 
Reg. $16.99 
Now $14.00 
Free gift with purchase! 
Check our selection of 
Wranglers, Maverick 
and Jarrett Jeans. 
~ ~t,CORD Co41~ 
~~ Rock & Roll ~...,~ 
Records 
98~ 
and up 
ABBA to ZAPPA 
The Record Company 
New & Used Lp'a 
1021/2 Grove St. 
Lower Level 
Near Northworka 
Worcester 
COME ON DOWN AND DISCOVER US! 
Mon.-Sat. 10:00 - 6:00 - Thurs. t ll 8 p.m. - 0 en Sun. 12-5 
• 
• • 
~ - r ,..,._.,. 
;.'-~, ... 
placed on a two ton vibration table. The 
table ''floats" on nltrozene; thus, the 
table can adjust for any external forces 
placed on the system. Also, there are 
temperature buffers placed on the 
tao.e. 1 ne enure operation can make 
measurements on the object within two 
angstrom accuracy! 
So next time someone asks you where 
your holograms are. tell them to go to 
the laser labs and check them out. tt ls 
definitely worth the trip. 
Wanted 
delivery 
persons 
Part or full hme 
Flexible hours and days 
Must be at least 1 8 
Must have own car 
and insurance 
Must be able to work 
weekends. 
can expect to eern 
$5.00 to $8.00 per hour. 
Apply 1n person 
between 4 30pm 
and9:00pm 
Fast, Free Delivery 
40 Cambridge St 
Phone: 754·2238 
'°1980 Domino's P1ua. Inc. 
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ACROSS 
1 Pert of HRH 
4Scll"9!' 
t HIQOIWd 
heraiM 
12Glllene, IOI 
one 
13 Flgweof 
epeect\ 
14 pteyon 
~di 
15Soupola 
IOt1 
18 Eutopean 
capital 
17 Staff 
18PrMn 
20 Note of Kale 
21 Sun god 
23 Slender finial 
24 a.a.nc. 
28 High moun-
IM! 
30Amu. 
320bMnle9 
34Vutege 
35 Eat lndiM 
palm 
36Clelmanl 
39 Greek iellet 
40 Main, IOI one 
4 1 Latge c:atil 
43 NFLICOfe 
44 Joleon 
45eo...,. 
47 GrMnllh· 
blue 
SO Tutkrth regt• 
men1 
51 Night l>trd 
5-4 Witch 
55Gemstone 
58 S1-.ma1e 
57W•tern 
Indian 
58 Evil• 
59 Atrlina 1bbr 
DOWN 
1.JUmp 
2 Befof• 
3 Hlln9St 
4 Band of colot' 
5 OvtatMdtng 
8 Frolic: 
7 Silnlln 
8 Old PfOOOU11 
9 HM!th r1l90f1 
10 8-barlan 
11 Goal 
17 Lingers 
19 Note of kale 
20All- one 
21 Gretes 
22 Wldeawlke 
24Pier~ 
25 German d1S-
lllCI 
2e0ctet 
27H81fMt 
29 Equ1I 
31 Bulhy ch .. mi;. 
l3 Bargain pur-
CROSS 
WORD 
PUZZLE 
FROM COLLEGE 
PRESS SERVICE 
chase 
37 Lemprey 
38 Precious 
SIOf\85 
42 Negative 
45 Wotfhcund 
46 Repetition 
47 Though. tor 
short 
48 Brunch 
49 Time gone by 
SO Mideast utle 
52 lntellec1 
53 Meadow 
55 Hebrew 
month 
- Dan Jacavanco. 
Polltlc91 ectWl•t Kerl,._. preperet • aculptu,. for the WP/ campua. H•H I• 
promoting hi• Academy Aw.rd winning film "Toward Liberty: Convern-
tlon• with Kerl Heu." H• •ppeered In 01/n H•ll l••t Thurad•y. 
.•. Office of Resident/al Life 
(conttnu.d from pege 1) 
la advising renters of their rights and 
reaponslbllltles In dealing with their 
landlords. Although moat landlords are 
not out to defraud their tenants, last year 
Student Affairs began an awareness 
campaign to aid renters. She stresses 
that almost all problems can be avoided 
If the students make sure that everything 
about the agreement to rent Is In writing 
- never assume anything. 
Addftlonally, the Greek system is her 
responsibility. Re<:entty, this meant Im-
posing stricter rules about fraternity 
parties. Normally her role la that of 
advlsor/llafaon, not legislator. For exam-
ple, she has begun preliminary work In 
organizing a food co-op for the fra-
temlt1es. She contacted vendors who 
were willing to sell food less expensive-
ly In exchange for the mass market the 
450 fraternity brothers would create 
She also helped organize an anti-hazing 
campaign In conjunction with IFC, of 
which she Is a permanent member, 
featuring an appearance by Eiieen Ste-
vens, the mother of a boy killed In a 
hazing accident who tours nationally to 
make fraternities aware of the dangers 
of this problem. 
Finally, she also encourages visiting 
the office If you have a problem, but also 
If you have a suggestion . Many Innova-
tive Ideas have been offered and Imple-
mented by students. such as the sign-
out paint kits available to dorm residents 
who are tired of the color of their walls. 
She's wifllng to consider sponsoring 
social activities - Riiey Hall went to 
Boston recently, and the Stoddard com-
plex had a barbecue two weeks ago. 
This is in addition to expanded dorm 
programming that she plans with the 
Resident Advisors. .-. 
Concern ·for the Nashua 
River addressed 
by Victor Schubsrt 
Newspeak Staff 
Ralph Perkins, a representative of the 
Nashua River Watershed Association 
spoke to a group of WPI students and 
faculty regarding this subject fast week. 
This association was formed In i969 
over the concern that the Nashua River 
was In desperate need of a cleanup. 
Since It's formation, the association has 
helped plan and execute the cleanup 
and the building of treatment plants at 
various locations on the river. They also 
sponsored studies on the river to help 
cities and towns along the river utllfze It 
better. 
The Nashua river flows from Southern 
New Hampshire Into Northern Massa-
chusetts. There are eight cities along Its 
route whose combined sewers dumped 
Into the river along with paper mill 
wastes have created a less than llvable , 
environment In many sections Perkins 
showed listeners slides of the river 
before the cleanup. Many parts of the 
river did not even look like a river due to 
the profuse amount of debris on the 
surface. The river would actually appear 
to change color depending on the color 
of paper that the mllls were dumping 
Into It that day. Due to Its polluted state. 
the Nashua River was rated amon9 the 
ten worst polluted rivers in the country. 
Eventually public outcry escalated, and 
the Watershed Association was formed. 
The cleanup costs ran about 60 
million dollars with the actual removalof 
debris and the construction of five 
treatment plants. The Army Engineers 
were called In to help In the removal of 
debris wltti their large earth moving 
equipment. Eventually, due to the treat-
ment plants, major polluters cleanup 
procedures, and the Army's debris re-
moval, the state of the river began to 
Improve. Today, the cleanup continues 
with the association fighting major pol-
luters and sponsoring studies to guide 
future efforts. The river Is now both 
swlmmable and flshable. 
Although the river has advanced from 
a potential health hazard to a popular 
recreation area, Perkins also spoke 
about where the cleanup efforts went 
wrong. His main point was that the 
current policy la to correct pollution 
problems In the river rather than stop-
ping them at their source - the pol-
luters. He also stressed that the cleanup 
program Is far from ended. 
AlthouRh the river looks clean today, 
there stlll remain tons of dangerous 
sediments which have collected over the 
years. These sediments consist of heavy 
metals and other unconventional pol-
lutants that the treatment plants are not 
designed to deal with. A recent study 
has confirmed that wildlife is dying from 
these substances In the river. '1t wlll coat 
an estimated 35 million dollars to re-
move these wastes and there Is no 
money at the present to do it with. The 
problem Is getting worse and there Is 
some concern about the rising levels of 
mercury found In the rlver"s fish. 
Perkins also described the lack of 
balance In the cleanup efforts. Most of 
the effort was and still ls focused on the 
removal of pollutants after they have 
entered the river, as opposed to stop-
ping their entrance Into the river In the 
(conffnued on pege 5) 
... Outlook uncertain on 
campus lighting 
(continued from page 1) 
Miiier Is relatively unfamiliar with the 
problem, since he joined the WPI staff 
this summer replacing Gardner Pierce. 
Miiier did state that he wanted to correct 
any deficiencies with a careful study and 
planning. 
Dean Begin-Richardson, when asked 
why nothing had been done all last year, 
explained that the Office of Student 
Affairs had given the survey to Plant 
Services and had expected that pro-
gress was being made. A check by her 
office last month brought a reaction of 
surprise when It was found that nothing 
had really been done. Dean Richardson 
stated that the lack of lighting In certain 
areas was a serious problem that should 
have been corrected months ago. She 
also reminded students not to take their 
personal safety too casually, and to 
utllize the escort service provided by 
campus police and SNaP when neces-
sary. 
Vice President Reeves, also Inter-
viewed by New1peak, echoed the feel-
ings of Dean Begin. Reeves Indicated 
• the need for more lighting In certain 
areas. He expects results as soon aa Mr. 
Miiier has had time to assess the 
situation. 
Welnshenker has been told that some 
of the problems may be rectified before 
winter, but hasn't been given any speci-
fics. Though he Is a bit frustrated by 
what has happened so far, he expects 
results soon. He did make It a point 
however to bring up the Issue of llghtlng 
problems off campus. Here, there Is 
another situation. Welnshenker In his 
Initial report last year stated that many of 
the side streets such as Einhorn Road 
and Trowbridge Street have streetlights, 
but the lights are either burnt out or 
obstructed by trees. It seems the school 
has had very little progress In getting the 
city to fix these problems. Welnshenker 
stated that he Isn't really sure whether 
the school hasn't pushed hard enough 
or If the city just hasn't listened. 
In a few weeks, more results should be 
known. Hopefully, there will be some 
Improvement In the situation after Mr. 
Miiier has talked with Welnshenker and 
has familiarized hlmself with the situa-
tion. 
EARN OVER $900 A MONTH 
AND OPEN THE DOOR TO A BRIGHT 
ENGINEERING FUTURE. 
How many corporations would be willing to pay you over $900 a month during your junior and 
senior years Just so you'd join the company after graduation? Under a special Navy program 
we're doing lust that It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate-College Program 
And under It, you'll not only get great pay during your Junior and senior years but after 
graduation you'll receive a year ot valuable graduate-level training that is not avaliable from 
any other employer. 
If you are a Junior with a GPA over 3.3 or a senior with a GPA over 3.0 majoring In math. 
chemistry, physics, or engineering and are a US citizen, find out more today. And let your 
career pay off while still In college. 
For more Information. call the Naval Engineering Programs Office al (617) 223-0222 {collect) 
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... much remains to be done In cleanup of the Nashua River 
(continued from pqe 4) 
first place. There still exists Illegal 
dumping In the river and near the river 
banks which seeps Into the river A great 
deal ot these are unconventional pouu-
tants which the treatment plants cannot 
deal with. There are a number of cities 
along the banks whose sewage systems 
Crossword 
Solution 
are not up to the levels they should be. 
Some of these outdated systems allow 
sewage and rain water to mix at times of 
heavy ralnfall which then washes Into 
the river essentially untouched by any 
treatment. 
The cost of updating these systems 
would be large, but the cost of a polluted 
( 
German Club 
The German Olup will be meeting on 
Wednesday. Oct. 6th at 7:00 p.m. In the 
World House. The election of officers 
will be held at this time. Anyone Is 
welcome to attend. 
Sig Pf Lung Run 
The Sigma Pl Life and Breath Lung 
Run was held on Saturday October 2, 
with 24 runners participating. Here are 
the top finishers: 
Male 
1st Peter Hopfe 
2nd John Grundstrom 
3rd Jim Connell 
Female 
27:22.2 
27:22.7 
33:34.0 
1st Ellen Regan 37:14.2 
2nd Sue Thibedean 43:00.7 
3rd Pam Fearn 67:11.4 
Tom Holmes was lead Ing money winner. 
river and the loss of potential Income 
from a recreational area may outweigh 
them. Accurately predicting the econo-
mic cost of a river cleanup Is difficult but 
approximations can be deduced. Per-
kins suggested that this la a good topic 
for WPI students to do as part of their 
project requirements. Although still 
CAMptJS CApsulEs 
Student Government Meeting 
The Executive Council of the Student 
Government will be holding Its monthly 
meeting on Thursday, October 7, In the 
Library Seminar Room at 7 p.m. The 
meeting Is open to all students. 
Men'• Club VoUeyball 
There wilt be a brief organizational 
meeting October 6, at 4 p.m. In the 
conference room on the First Floor of 
Alumnl Gym. Everyone and anyone 
Interested Is Invited to attend. 
SEE YOUR JOSTENS REPRESENTATIVE. 
OCTOBER 6TH AND 7TH 
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY 
$20.00 DEPOSIT REQUIRED 
10 AM UNTIL 4 PM []]JOJO B=O=O=K=ST=O=R=E=========.J 
COLLEGE SALES & SERVICES 
open to suggestions, the Watershed 
Association has formally submitted 
some project proposals. Including en-
vironmental mapping, water supply and 
growth, and a study of pollutants In 
wetlands. Students Interested In using 
the Nashua river as a source of projects 
should contact professors FltzPatrlck 
and Oemetry. ) 
YHrbooka 
Peddler '82 can be purchased by any 
student, faculty member, or department 
for $15.00. The yearbooks can be pur-
chased In Dean van Alstyne'• office 
during office hours. Please send depart-
mental requests to Peddler Box 2488. 
Students enrolled full-time as members 
of the clasaes of '83, '84 or '85 for the 
1981-1982 school year can pick up their 
books In Dean van Alstyne's office with 
no additional charge. 
Yurbook MffUng 
The Peddler '83 staff Is seeking help 
with cover design and graphics wor1<. A 
brief Informational meeting will be held 
on Thursday, October 5 at 11:00 in the 
Peddler Ottlce (located In the basement 
of Alley-Alden side). 
A sense of 
hopelessness 
by Annamaria Diaz 
Newspeak Staff 
When academic and personal prob-
lems arise most people deal with them 
satisfactorily. There are times however. 
when it ls more difficult - times when 
everything Just gets constantly worse. 
When someone's problems appear un-
solvable and there seems to be no hope 
for the future, he or she may contem-
plate suicide. 
The student who Is In a suicidal crisis 
may be In a situation: 1) which appears 
unsolvable and Intolerable, 2) which 
leaves him or her feeling helpless and 
hopeless, 3) where there Is pressure for 
a rapid solution In spite of the facts, and 
4) where suicide Is seen as the only way 
out. 
At WPI ttlere are a number of resourc-
es where the student can obtain help. 
The student contemplating suicide can 
contact his or her AA, Counsellng 
Services. Student Affairs staff members, 
and faculty. These services are naturally 
confidentlal. 
A student who contacts any of these 
persons will be counseled by a trained 
therapist during the crisis period. There-
after. the student would continue coun-
seling with a trained therapist until the 
student and therapist agreed that It was 
no longer necessary. This counseling 
may be at WPI if the staff psychiatrist 
feels the environment and services avail-
able are suitable for the student's needs. 
IF the psychiatrist feels the student 
would be better off receiving therapy 
elsewhere, the student would be given a 
medical leave of absence. This type of 
leave entitles the student to return to 
WPI with no change In academic status 
on condition that WP l's staff psychiatrist 
and the student's therapist agree that he 
or she is ready to deal with the environ-
ment here. 
{conUnued on page 7) 
... bottle battle 
(continued from page 1) 
Obviously, this report may be a little 
biased. I couldn't get much Information 
from the antl-4 groups. Their strategy Is 
one of stealth. Using their vast stores of 
money, they have been attacking the 
voters by mall. According to Mr. Jenks, 
they believe that openly attacking the 
Bottle Biii would only turn the voters 
away from their cause. They believe that 
If you tell the voters not to vote for the bill 
enough that the voters will In fact not 
vote for It out of sheer Ignorance of the 
facts. 
' 
-
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An alumnus' thoughts on the 
plan recommendations 
To The Editor. 
l am pa...ci to ... Dean Grogan·a 
critical ,...,.Ju.tion of the PW1 and the 
strong student reaponse to hit recom-
mendatianS. Contlnuou9 monitOnng of 
thla lhou1d be standard pro1oc:ol In any 
experlment. M an alumnus Who follow-
ed a different career pathway than most 
WPI graduates I wish to lhare 11 few 
thoughts regarding the recommenda-
tions offefed in Dean Grogan·, lettef to 
the lllCUfty 
First. as a hlatork:al point. my clua 
wu the first in Which all of l1s members 
were required to graduate unde< the 
Plan requirements. My attraction to WPI 
WU the Plan Which Indeed still holda 
true with others considering the 68tJlt 
Increase ln applications during the S1X 
yeer1 It Is fair to aay that when WPI took 
both the ecademic and financial gamble 
n the late 19eO'a opportunity was at its 
doofStep 
Perhaps the most unique aspect of the 
Plan is the competency examination II 
allows both Internal and extemal moni-
tor! ng of the effectivenea of the Plan. N. 
Dean Grogan states Its oral defense, as 
In any oral presentation. ls Influenced by 
subjective criteria therefore one should 
either pass (competent) or fail (not yet 
~t). Opponents of this logic 
would argue that an indivlduaf s future 
success ts lnftuenced by subjective 
cnteria (i e . personality, appearance, 
articulation). Indeed this ls true, how-
8Y8r ex.amlnatic>ns in the univeBtty 
setting by definition ShOuld be purely 
Ob;ecttve and by reducing the number of 
vanabfes. for examp6e the number of 
grades, hopefully the exam gradewlll be 
influenced Jess by subjectlve cnteria 
These words cause some pamful mem-
ones for me as I was the first student to 
PU'bhcly challenge a competency ex.am 
grade. If a pass/fall system la adopted 
the question now raised ls how 1s the 
honor of graduation with d1st1nct1on/ 
high dest1nction conferred Dean G ro-
gan Is correct When he states tnat a 
requ rement of d stlnct1o n wonc In six 
units of academ c course work or MOP 
represents a phllosoph cal change In the 
Plan by placing a premium on course-
wo(I(. The bes1 alternative s to simply 
base the requirement of a B S with 
01.stinction on receiving distinction 
grades In the MOP, IOP, and Suf11c-
1ency. 
The next proposal and perhaps the 
most debated •s the quesuon of the 
grading system. One of the 1nlt1a1 drafts 
Letten Polley 
WPI N .. ,.,._ ••tc:om. ..._.. to the editor. Latten aubmmed for the 
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put lhe6r c:IMa , ... after ...., rwne. FKUlty and st.ff should Include their full 
fte. L.enen d11med llbeloul or lrrele¥ant to the WPt community wlll not be 
publl9hed. 
The edtlon NMfY• the rtgtd to edit letten for COfftCt puncb.1.tlon Ind ..,.Cling. 
Letten lo the editor•• due by noon on the Sftarct.y preceding pubflc.Uon. Send 
ltMn'I to WPI box 2472 or bring them to the N<ewspeak Office, Rlt.y 01 . 
Comment.y ~ do not neceaartly reflect the opfnlon of the editors. 
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of the Plan ca!led f0< simply a pass/fail 
system ...,,,ch 1s more in concert with the 
Pian: that hOw one can apply knowledge 
Is the true barometer of one's skill rather 
than uie ability to memonze informa-
tion However with concern about de-
creastng both motivation while In col· 
lege and abihty to compete In the 
employmenVgraduate school arena the 
grade of AO was added I suspect that 
most reaoers agree that retum1ng to the 
trad1t1onal A, B, C, 0 , F grading system is 
lnconsiStent with the Plan. Desn Grogan 
argues that the lack of a B grade 1s 
detnmental since first it leaves the 
apphcant at a disadvantage when apply-
ing for graduate school. employment. or 
.scholarships and second It decreases 
motivation once a student realizes that 
he she will not be abfe to obtain an AO 
graoe and ttlere!ore performs margin-
ally I irish to address these obser-
vations separately. 
lndeeo WPI graduates are at a dis-
advantage when apply ing to many grad· 
uate schools, employment. and schol-
arships however the lack of a " B" grade 
or its equivalent is not the etiology. The 
d ifficulty Is when an Interview commit-
tee must review large numbers of quail· 
fled candidates and suddenly they see 
such phrases as acceptable. acceptable 
with distinction, and deferred in lleu of 
the more traditional system which the 
other thousands of appllcants present 
with (relating my personal experience 
with medical school admission commit-
tees). As the numbers of applicants 
Increase more emphasis Is placed on 
numerical criteria (board scores, GPA) 
as initial screening mechanisms. The 
grade of acceptable with honors would 
only add to the confusion and enhance 
the probability of the transcript with Its 
two page description of the WPI Plan to 
be placed In the dreaded circular flle. 
There are slmply too many qualified 
applicants who have a GPA on their 
transcript One solution Is for those 
appllcatlons requrrlng a GPA Is to rep0rt 
trie AO and AC grades followed by their 
numerical equlvalenta. For example 
AD/A/4.0 and AC/B-C/2.7 and calculate 
a GPA based on this Information. Pre-
viously this was done on a separate 
sheet perhaps Indicating the reluctance 
on the part of WPI to make such 
conversions. This "Rosetta Stone" ap-
proach la only one of many variations on 
a theme, and other recommendations 
would certainly be welcome. 
In response to the observed decrease 
in motivation once an AD is felt to be 
unobtainable. I must admit that this does 
occur In some cases. However Isn't this 
consistent with the philosophy ot the 
Plan? It allows the student to concen-
trate more of his/her efforts on the 
coursework or project work to which the 
return of benefit is the greatest. Of 
course there are those Individuals who 
will use the extra time to pursue those 
enjoyable (and quite memorable I may 
add!) nonacademic activities. However 
one must remember that WPI Is not the 
environment for the unmotivated stu-
dent. There ere numerous other Institu-
tion who function "in loco parentis." 
The last proposal I wish to address 1s 
recommendation #7wnlch recommends 
that afl projects be formally presented. 
This Is an Imperative skill to develop and 
should be practiced as much as pos-
sible. However In keeping with my initial 
argument that the competency exam 
grade remain free of subjective Influ-
ence by the formal presentation. 
I have offered my comments of just a 
few of the recommendations made by 
Dean Grogan and added a few personal 
Insights which I hope will be useful. The 
pages of Ntwspuk continue to offer a 
forum In which WPI students, past and 
present, may articulate their views on 
this most Important subject. As Emerson 
kindly reminds us "the secret of educa-
tion lies in respecting the pupil." 
Bruce Minsky, MO 77 
( _____ c_o_M_M_E_NT_A_R_Y __ ~) 
On the death penalty 
by Joe ShHhan 
Newspeak Staff 
A recent Gallup Poll showed that two 
out of three Americana surveyed favor 
the death penalty. In 1966, only 42 
percent of those surveyed were In favor 
of thla law. The Increase may be attri-
buted to growing public dissatisfaction 
with the handling of convicted murder-
ers 
Presently, there are over one thous-
and prisoners on death row. And even 
though there have been up to two 
hundred prisoners sentenced to death 
each year since the mid-seventies, only 
five have actually been executed. Ot the 
flv0 • only one was executed against his 
wlll The four others chose death rather 
than the almost endless series of ap-
peals through state and federal courts 
that ere available to them. The rest of the 
thousand-plus death row prisoners are 
taking full advantage of habeas corpus 
petitions, which In practice enable a 
prisoner to go through the entire ap-
peals process a second and even a third 
time . 
Last year a federal judge was quoted 
as saying, "The existence of the death 
penalty In this country ls virtually an 
Illusion " Since that time however, the 
Supreme Court has made three Impor-
tant decisions to restrict a prisoner's use 
of habeas corpus petitions. Couple this 
with the fact that the Reagan adminis-
tration has proposed similar legislation. 
one can see that time Is running out tor 
the death row p0pulatlon. In fact, a 
recent study by the Justice Department 
concluded that the United States will be 
executing a lot o f prisoners by 1983-84. 
It will be Interesting to see how 
American sentiment wlll change once 
mass executions actually take place. 
Wiii the Gallup Poll still show two-thirds 
In favor of the death penalty? Media 
coverage of the executions may play a 
roll In American opinion. 
Demonstrations will be held by those 
opposed to the executions. The oppon-
ents of the death penalty base their 
principals on Ideas such as, "thou shalt 
not kill ," "two wrongs don't make a 
right," and generally that medical atten· 
lion should be given to these psycho-
logically unsound people. 
Those In favor of the death penalty 
belleve It serves as a deterrent to would 
be murderers. Also, many simply believe 
that one who kllls should be killed. And 
of course, there's the economic aspect, 
a lot of taxpayers resent their money 
being spent on murderers. And finally, 
many of the pro death penalty popu-
latlon simply don't trust the United 
States parole system. They worry about 
convicted killers being back on the 
streets In fifteen years. 
Most people find themselves agreeing 
with both sides It's a tough decision to 
make, but one that will probably con· 
front voters In the future. 
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Not just a course, 
by David F. Wall 
Newspeak Steff 
In the past. I have noted In this column 
particular courses and my experience In 
them. because of their popularity or 
unpopularity amongst a 1lgnlflcant por-
tion of the student population. Last year, 
I could be general, as I wes taking 
general courses Now, as I have begun 
an adventure 
course. A lot of homework. Not just 
because there'• some kind of tadlstlc 
conspiracy In the EE Department, no 
matter what some of the people In the 
course are saying. There are skllls that 
require a lot of practice, and circuit 
analysis Is one of them (It says In the red 
book). So, there's a lot of practice. 
The practice culminates In the weekly 
exams, where 200 students pour out 
The glass wall 
by Stephen D. Rogers 
Newapeak Staff 
"So you're back again. reading a bit to 
break up the day. Probably hoping for a 
laugh because your life Is ao empty 
without them. Maybe you expect a little 
weird Journalism, mavbe weird fiction, 
but you·re looking for a high off my 
nightmares. You little fool." 
He put some heevy metal madneaa on 
the turntable, cranked it up until the 
headphones spit In protest. and putting 
on the headphones lald back down on 
my might. "Let me out" I acreemed, 
producing only gurgling sounds aa the 
attempt bubbled the blood flowing down 
my throat. The headphones fell to the 
floor. 
Walking the empty streets - waa 
there no end to It? And there waa 
another phonebooth. He felt through his 
pockets again, no dime but again the 
quarter. He knew the number but had no 
one to call. It started to rain u he 
crossed the street. Someone leaned on 
their hom. 
( _______ o __ u_T_o __ f _T_U_R_N ______ ~J ( _____ R_A_N_d_o_M __ R_A_M_b_l_iNG __ s______ )
my quest for a B.S. in earnest, I can not 
generalize. and must deal with my 
specific discipline. 
I am an Electrical Engineering major, 
and of course, my task begins with 
EE2001, Fundamentals of EE I. Innocent 
enough, don't you think. Ha Ha That's 
innocent is the same way that MA 2051 ls 
Ordlnery Differential Equations Ask 
anyone who's survived that how ordin-
ary it IS. 
The entire trouble with EE 2001 ls that 
it Is accurately titled. They do teach the 
fundamentals there. This Is where it all 
begins. That is why the course has the 
effect it does on the weak of heart. A lot 
of people change majors after EE2001. If 
thev haven't been hauled away to the 
quaint little state hospital further up 
Route 9. 
At one time, people faced this ob-
stacle at 8:00 In the morning. Rather llke 
having to cross a pool of al llgators to get 
out of bed. es peel ally for those who 
simply do not function before 10:00 a.m 
The EE Department, or perhaps the 
scheduling office. displayed their infin-
ite wisdom by moving this class to later 
in the day, so that those who have been 
doing their homework all night have a 
prayer of making it to lecture. 
This brings us to one of the significant 
features of the course - The Home-
work. With capital letters, yes. 
There la a lot of homework In the 
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their soul on whatever topic Is on the 
block this week. Fifty minutes to tell 
everything you know. It doesn't take 
some people long - in spite of all that 
homework, sometimes it just don't sink 
In, and It only takes seconds to get the 
point awarded for one's name. Not that 
It's any picnic for anyone else, either. 
People who have EE roommates have 
probably heard all the terrible stories 
about this class, that is, when they have 
time enough to talk with all the home-
work. 
And the staff must get dragged down 
into the dust with the rest of us. Most of 
them were once sophomores here and 
having to sit down and look at all the 
homework and tests must be reliving a 
nightmare. And then there's Doctor 
Majmudar, a genial man who must 
wonder why he walks Into Newall Hall to 
lecture to what must be 200 confirmed 
enemies. We know it Is for our own good, 
but people under this kind of stress look 
for scapegoats, and there he ls, standing 
at the front of the hall ... 
M. a friend of mine so aptly put It, It's 
nasty. For everyone. But that's the way 
the world is. Ask an EE about the law, 
and he'll bring up a guy named Kirchoff. 
Talk about rebellions, and he might ask 
how many ohms the resistance Is. 
So, be nice to an EE today, for all 
they're going through. And don't worry 
Those red stains on their hands aren't 
dried blood. but the dye coming out of 
the cover of the textbook. 
his bed, staring at the bunk above him. 
Such a nice design, springs holding 
back metal hooks which all held each 
other back - how did they put 1t 
together? Like a little clvlllzatir>n. In the 
middle of the mattress. two stripes 
which created a road down the bunk: he 
followed It with his eyes, faster and 
faster until he was flying down it. 
Glancing the curb as he held the outside 
of the tum. They had him In a squeeze 
play. Coming out of the turn. two 
cruisers were racing towards us. the one 
in the rear switching over to my lane. 
The car in front of me pulled off to the 
side, I hit the gas momentarily leaving 
the one behind me behind. The cruiser's 
lights were confusing as they kept 
throwing everything Into red-shad-
ow-red-black; I couldn't Judge If I 
could leave the road and pass them 
without hitting something. There had 
been an accident up ahead, and then I 
was on it. And the cruisers were on me. I 
jammed the pedal to the floor and spun 
the wheel, Just cutting between the two 
cruisers. The guy behind me didn't make 
It. And a heavy bass crescendo spat-
tered his brains against the walls, the 
headphones falllng from h1a headless 
shoulders onto his lap. 
He wrote his name on the top of the 
exam, and then just stared at It. He didn't 
care anymore. not at all. He couldn't 
even read the words. 
And I turned and 1tarted tracing my 
fingers through the blood on the wall 
next to me. I got halfway through the 
alphabet before I dove at the metal 
hooks above me, ahaklng them with all 
U5~ 
(GOOL~ 
COWAUNl5TS, 
Ll~S At\t> 
~ES) 
"Red lightning, white llghtnlng. Flying 
away, floating away, wasting away." 
I got out of bed and atarted towards 
the door - got out of bed and started -
got out of bed and - got out of bed -
laid there and stared off Into spece. You 
can't outrun the fallout. 
"Point at me an accusing finger 
I took out your wife. 
Hand me a brick to put In the wall -
I'll take out your window 
Give me chains to hold me down -
I'll take out your windscreen 
Give me the finger - I'll take off your 
hand 
Point out my toes and a gun to make a 
stand -
I'll shatter your glass walls 
Then slit your wrists 
With the ahards 
Of a shattered reality 
Of a shattered sanity." 
The judge wiped his nose with his 
sleeve and then spat out my sentence. 
''This course finds you guilty as charg-
ed. the prosecution proving beyond a 
shadow of a doubt that for no logical 
reason you held a door open for so~ 
one else. Aa such a menace to society, 
you ere sentenced to hang." 
I laughed out loud. 'Well excuse me 
for being a human belng."Then I pushed 
my mid die toe ot my left foot which turns 
out to be the triggering device to the 
explosives planted In my brain. The 
courtroom ceases to exist. I brush an 
eye off my right shoulder and start 
tracing out my next article on the blood-
stained wall. 
... Counseling 
Services 
<contlnuec! from pege I) 
Sulcldal tendencies rarely develop 
overnight. Depreuion and severe de-
preaalon generally precede any crisis. 
The person contemplating suicide will 
often give out warning signs or 'red 
flags', which may be verbal or non-
verbal. Some 8ltamples of these Include 
the person giving away prized posses-
sions, or having 'flat emotions', that la, 
he or she wlll not react to anything. 
Sleep patterns may also be altered. 
There may be stages when the person 
sleeps all the time but la chronically tired 
because the sleep Is very restless or the 
person may not sleep and wlll walk 
around llke a zombie. Another Important 
sign is verbal. Someone who talks about 
kllllng himself and especially those who 
have verbalized a specific plan, may very 
likely carry It out. The suicidal person 
almost always displays more than one of 
these signs. 
If you or someone you know Is 
displaying these characteristics you 
should contact at least one of the 
persons at WPI who Is trained in dealing 
with these problems: either Counseling 
Services or a staff member from Student 
Affairs. The contact will be able to give 
you advice on how to encourage the 
person (or yourself) to seek assistance 
and how you can help out most . 
NEWSPE.AK Tuesday, October 5, 1982 
Visiting professor speaks on Scottish exchange 
by Geoff Strage 
Newspeak Staff 
Professor Keith Jacques (pronounced 
"Jakes") la a lecturer of Management 
Science In the University of Sterling In 
Scotland. An Englishman from the Mid-
lands, Prof. Jacques received his doc-
torate In Chemistry from Queen's Col-
lege In Oxford. Having been invited to 
give lectures on Energy Management at 
an Energy Conference In Cenada, he 
decided to visit WPI and organize an 
exchange progl'llm between WPI and 
Sterling. 
One of Sterling's assets to the foreign 
student Is It's Bursary scheme. Thia 
scheme offers free accomodatlon to any 
student who pays full tuition (about 
$7500.00 annually). The exchange wlll 
not be of actual lectured courses, but In 
pro}ecta, (IOP'a or MOP'a) eapeclally In 
the Management Department. The Uni-
versity has contacts in Industry and 
commercial situations for projects In 
Chemical Engineering. with Ciba-
Geigy, British Petroleum, Shell and so 
forth; In Management with Administra-
tion of Welfare Services. the National 
Health Service and so forth. WPI should 
have two Scottish students here In 
January '83 and two WPI students wlll go 
to Scotland for the second half of the 
year; the exchange should expand from 
there according to demand Anyone 
who Is Interested In going to Sterling 
may contact Prof. L Schachterle. 
The WPI Plan, Jacques thinks. ls "very 
special," and finds our Co-op schemes 
and Interactions with industry Interest-
ing, both of which Sterling does not have 
In the same depth and breadth. Of our 
stress on project work, he is worried that 
a student might be able to get by, doing 
well In only some specific project. and 
not having reasonable breadth of know-
ledge. This la "the very antithesis of the 
British system." He thinks a middle way 
Is required. The professor agrees that 
the Comp as It is brings out the depth 
and the breadth of knowledge, but must 
it be maintained to "prove to the outside 
world that people have been thoroughly 
·qualified In their disciplines?" 
Professor Jacques believes (or says) 
that the British system Is no more as 
decidedly elitist as they were. Having 
been educated at KlnA Edward's, Bir-
mingham (a public school) where they 
did not board but they still "played rugby 
and did all the right things.'' he feels 
.,here Is no doubt that they produced 
the very best that could be produced out 
of an intensive and specialized educa-
tion. What has now transpired is some-
thing more equalltarlan or broadly 
based, the comprehensive school sys-
tem; the old grammar schools and 
public schools are slowly being absorb-
ed by that system But there has also 
been a very definite deterioration of 
standards, mainly because the right 
number of quallfled teachers to teach 
the hlQh technology subjects are not 
forthcoming." 
Prof. Keith Jecqu ... 
He agrees that there Is a strong 
connection between schools, universi-
ties and Industry, and that msnv of the 
country's problems In Industry stem 
from problems In universities and 
schools. 
He believes now that the system Is not 
very elitist and Is now dealsined to Qlve 
people a more even opportunity. "Whe-
ther you are poor or rich you can ~et the 
education opportunity. If you've got the 
guts to work. you'll get through the 
system. We are more exam based but 
that's not the real problem. The under-
priviledged have just the same chances 
tftrough the state system, of qualifying 
for a university place as anybody else." 
He believes that the fundamental issue Is 
(~ ___ s_o_c_c_o_m __ m~p_re_v_i_e_w_s~~-J 
Tuesday. October 5 
Clnematech Fllm Series presents 
"Stevie," a visualization of the reclusive 
English poet Florence Margaret (Stevie) 
Smith. The movie is open to the public 
and begins at 7:30 p.m. In Alden Memor-
ial Auditorium. There Is no charge for 
admission. 
Wednesday. October 6 
Spectrum Fine Arts presents Or. Isaac 
Asimov at 8·00 p.m. In Alden Memorial 
Auditorium. The author of many great 
science fiction books, Or. Asimov Is sure 
to be lntereS1ing and entertaining H.e 
will lecture on "'The Future of Space 
Exploration." Admission la free and 
open to the public. WPI students receive 
flrat priority for seating however, as the 
general public will be admitted only after 
7:45 p.m. Arrive early for good seats. 
Thursday, October 7 
WPl'a own Chalmers Brothers wlll 
provide the entertainment for this 
week's Coffeehouse. Chalmers, an '82 
graduate and presently an assistant 
football c04ch. Is a multi-talented per-
former. He's very competent on the 
acoustic guitar, although his best assets 
are his excellent vocals and meaningful. 
sometimes funny, lyrics. 
Before returning to WPI to coach 
football, Chalmers played the local bars 
down In Louisiana Those who saw him 
perform at the coffeehouse last year wlll 
attest to his talent. He performs some 
popular tunes very well and his orig Ina ls 
are very entertaining 
So come on down to the Wedge at 9:00 
p.m. to see a southern man with out-
standing vocals. 
Saturday, October 9 
"The Catch," a popular Boston Night-
club band wlll play the pub at 9:00 p.m. 
They do a lot of original material as well 
as some pop-oriented cover music. "The 
catch" was the house band at Boston's 
popular bar. The Channel. So you can 
be sure of good danceable tunes this 
Saturday night. 
Sunday. October 1 O 
Lens and Llghts/Soccom presents 
"Richard Pryor - Live on Sunset Strip." 
Admission Is one dollar and the movie 
wlll be shown at 6:30 and 9:30 In Alden 
Memorial Auditorium. 
Monday, October 11 
Spectrum Fine Arts presents "Bob 
Fellows - Magician," at 8:00 p.m. In 
Alden Memorial Auditorium Sleight of 
hand, comedy, Houdini escapes, Illu-
sion, and mental feats are all part of 
Bob's act. It should be very entertaining 
and admission ls free. 
the education of parents of underprivi-
leged famllles who are not reaping full 
benefit of the state system to encourage 
their kids. 
On the college scale he feels that 
Britain Is behind the U.S. In qualified 
teachers with experience in industry, 
but both countries suffer from a lack of 
outside encouragement to learn from 
peers and family. 
- Dave Drab. 
Both the British and the Americans 
love parties; but there ere no fraternity-
like structures In Britain. The professor 
feels that the Americans have an even 
greater need to let ott steam 24 hours a 
day than the British equivalent Realiz-
ing his judgment ls biased by repeated 
awakenings due to his fraternity neigh-
bors. he feels that the Americans suffer 
either from "emotional Instability, more 
difficulty In coming to terms with total 
adult responsibility," or some such 
problem. He believes that social behav-
ior may stem from the generous freedom 
that we Americans pride ourselves in. 
This freedom says Jacques breeds a 
questioning of authority (a good thing 
because authority ought to be ques-
tioned) and a license to be selfish which 
leads to a lack of respect, carelessness. 
lack of self-discipline and aggressive-
ness. 
Many students here are self-financ-
ing, and thus more serious than the 
equivalent British student (all British 
universities are public). Our sports and 
extra-currlculars are In greater depth 
and breadth with a higher degree of 
professlonallsm (e.g. football) with 
more people, effort, money, and "razza-
matazz" than sports In Britain 
Students politics at Sterllng are much 
more volatile and near the surface than 
at WPI, both on the campus scale and 
the national scale. 
Both Sterling and WPI apparently 
have a lot more than just engineering 
and management In common, however, 
and an exchange to Sterling I'm sure 
would be a very enllghtenlng way to do 
an IQPorMQP,and l'msurethlswlllbea 
popular exchange program. We should 
all be glad to have this valuable contact. 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
Second Annual Class of '39 Lecture on 
Technology and the Free Enterprise System 
"Automotive Competition and 
the Productivity Challenge" 
ROBERT C. STEMPEL 
A key figure In the 
executive ranks of Corporate America. 
• Vlc.e President of General Motors Corporadon slnc.e 
1978 and presently General Manager of the Chev-
rolet Motor Division. 
• 25 years In the automotive Industry Including 
development of the '77 Chevrolet. Motor Trends .. Car 
of the Year", the Front Wheel Drive Toronado and the 
utalydc Converter. 
e WPI, Oa.ss of 1955, Member, Bo..rd of Trustees, 
rec.elved an Honorary Doctor of Engineering Degree 
from WPI In 1977 and the Robert ff. Goddud Awud 
from WM In 1980. 
Thursday, October 7, 1982 
7:30 PM Kinnicut Lecture Hall 
Salisbury Laboratories 
Organized by the Division of Interdisciplinary Affairs 
Tue1dav, October 5, 1982 NEWSPEAK 
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1975 HONDA CYCC -Tinted a .... 35 
mpg., lntennlttent wipe,., front 1poller, 
car look• excellent lnllde and out -
run• greetll Yellow with black Interior. 
$2000. Jack, WPI Box 2735. 
LZ - I'm kicking myeeH for not having 
met you .. r11er. Thi• aimmermlghtheve 
bffn • little morw lntemtlng ... - Not-
t<Heel'9t-edmlrer 
-
MIKE - How'1 Olhle doing? 
ARE YOU SICK of ependlng hours at 
WACCC bNtlng on • mlncllu com,.u-
ter? Let the Men'• ChoNe lhowyou New 
England •t Ill belt. Witte Men'• Ctlonaa, 
Box 2517. 
TEARY: How't L°"lae doing? 
ATTENTION FEMALE POPULATION 
OF WPI: Bew•nt of the Blrthdlly Boy 
weltlng on the at81n of ATO. Happy 
Birthday Marki Love Chuck Mtd Red. 
J.C.: I think your •ttltude 11 getting 
better ... you know what I mffftl 
l GOT A ROBOT ••• IN KALAMAZOO. 
GRACE - I LOVE YOU! 
SUZV-0: Hne you gotten the ch .... to 
melt yet? 
BOSKONE, the big BOiton S.F. conven-
tion In Feb. '83. WPl8F8 may be lfekldng 
In. H ln..,..ted cont8ct PNI. P. a,., at 
WPISFS Box 2544. 
WHO IS JOHN GALT? lnbH'eltH In 
fonnJng •n ()bfecttYl1t Society on cam-
pue? If 10 cont.ct E,.c ThoreMn at Box 
2111. 
TYPING- ....onable ratel. Mn. c.hUl 
755-1551. 
ATTENTION F11eulty end Student.I 
Don't mike any plant for Thunday Nov. 
4 Follow Newlpeak for more de-
t•ll1. 
Campu1 Poflce would llke lo wllh 
Cheryl (PS) e Happy Birthday. To cele-
brlltl the event, •II a.,..... ant on the 
hou1e, Including frM crul1er t1del 
downtown. Ju1t don't ak her to wwtte 
the r9p0rt - wart 
MUSICIANS, M or F needed for newly 
forming btlnd. Ld Gutt.r, Muftl-key-
boarda, end Dntmmer. Voce helpful. 
Top - 40 and Oldln. No dt'\tg8 or pot. 
Call Rick at 711-3211. 
FOR SALE - 1870 Cam•ro, very good 
condition, very many '9Cent perta, 
brown with black end v1ny1 top, v-a 
engine, FM radio, eutomatlc. Need to 
NII. $1,200 or beat offer. Call 711-7832 
an.re. 
ANYONE lnlerfftld In running and/or 
wrfUng for • ectenc:. flctton/fantMy tan 
magazine p1.... contact the WPI 
Science F1ctlon Society c/o Peter 
Keane, WPI Box 1589. 
TOM: GOOD SHOT, 8AY HI TO D.T. 
and THANX FOR THE SKETTI RECIPE. 
CHUCK a RED. 
PSE LASER MAGNUM COMPOUND 
TARGET BOW. 12AAROW8, CHECK IT 
SIGHT WITH LEVEL STABIUZER, 
RIGHT HAND. PAID OVER $450. ASK-
ING $300. JACK WPI BOX 2735 OR 792-
9522. 
DOUG: KEEP ON JUMPING, A FEW 
MORE FATHOMS YOU'LL GET TMAT 
PENt RED a CHUCK 
Notice to Students, Faculty, and Staff: 
The Financial Aid office has moved to the 
basement of Boynton Hall. 
I 
. 
Chris' Pizza FREE DELIVERY 
791-4408 5 P.M. to 2 A.M. 
Pill.A GRINDERS SYRIAN BREAD 
Sm l.g Sm. Lg. MEATBALL 
PLAIN (a Chciue) Ufl HO MEATBALL J 00 2 50 SAUSAGE 
ONION 3.00 ~ 00 SAUSAGE 2.00 2.50 !TA.LIAN 
PEl'Pl-:H B.00 MO A~fERlCA.N 2 00 2.50 HAM 
ONION-l'EPPBR B,50 5 50 lTALTAN 2.00 2.50 A.MERlCAN 
SAL.AMI : 00 ~ 50 SALAMI. HAM 3.50 uo 
Si\f,AMI uo 5.50 HAM 2.00 2 50 GENOA SALAMI 
SAVSAO~l 3!i0 5 so GENOA SALA.Ml 2.00 2 !IO ROAST BEEF" 
PEPP&RONI uo uo ROAST BEEF 240 2.95 TUNA 
HAMBURG 350 ti.50 TUNA 2.00 2.511 TURKF.Y 
MUSHROOM 3 60 fi 50 TURKEY 2.00 2.50 PASTROMI 
ANCHOVIE 3.50 5.50 VEAL CUTL"ET i.oo 2.511 F.GCPLANT 
2WAY COMB. HO 8.50 PASTROMf HO 295 MEATl,E:SS 
3 WAY COMB. 5.2l) 7.50 MEATLESS I 50 I 85 VEAi. CUTl,.f:T 
CHRIS SPECJA!. 5.?6 11.00 
. SPAGHETII 
STEAK GRINbERS WITH 51\UCE !.60 
Sm l.g WITH ME.J\T a.oo 
PEPPER Ul<I J.85 WITH SAUSAGE 3.00 
:MUSHROOM 3.(1(1 3.85 WITH VF.AL 300 
CHEl':sr-: ~.no 3.85 WITH MUSHROOM !Hiil 
ONION ~.no lM GREEK SAl..Atl 2W 
SUPF:fl ll 50 un ANTIPASTO 260 
WPI Science Fiction Society 
Welcomes 
Issac Asimov 
to WPI 
8:00 P.M. Wednesday 
Alden Hall 
3 {)( 
3.00 
a.oo 
3.00 
3.00 
3 (){I 
,1,(1(1 
350 
3 00 
3.()(1 
3 5< 
3 rn 
2 341 
3.00 
l~~::::-:~:~::::-::~~:::::::~andl 
I staff. Free classifieds are limited to 6 lines. Those over 6 lines must be paid I for at the off-campus rate of 35 cents/line. Deadline is Friday noon for the I following Tuesday Issue. Mail to WPI Newspeak, Box 2472, or bring to WPI Newspeak, Room 01, basement, Sanford Riiey Hall. Forms must be filled out I 
I with name, address, and phone number for ad to be printed. No last names I I or last name initials will be printed In personal ads. I 
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AVON PRODUCTS FOR YOURSELF 
OR CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR EVERY-
ONE ON YOUR Ll8T. PLEASE IEE 
LORRAINE COREY WPI MAIL ROOM, 
BOYNTON HALL, LOWER LEVEL 
The IEEE TRIP II 811¥9 and well! 
HAVE A SICK AUTOMOBILE? NMd tt 
ftDcl tor • ..-.oneble price? Witte to 
80X531to ....... det8111. 
w..,......,.1 u.ten up. Tlnd ot looldnt 
. ell owir campw tor an oppo1...,t? lb 
•bout time Tech ha lte own club. 
Alf'Mdy, • fnlmeworlc 1'1118 been fonned. 
All we need.,. people. We .n.dyhft9 
lntrercfub matchee Mt up. and potentl8I 
play ... ting ltgh.. for •venal "'*' 
compenlee. If lntema.ct, be In the 
W!clp on Thursd8y OCt. 7 at 8:30. 
Fl: THANKS FOR THE PANCAKEIU 
YOUR 3:00 VISITORS 
YOU'VE DONE IT AGAINI THESE JUNE 
BIRTHDAYS IN SEPTEMBER ARE THE 
BEST! THANK YOUI THANK YOUI 
THANK Your 
They 1tunned the Hllout crowd dur1ng 
Leper Tour 12. They rocked you tlll you 
wept with Joy et their goodbye concert. 
But now, Itchy end the IApera, the belt 
bend at WPI, ere back. 
DISCOUNT ARMY-NAVY 
STORE 
WORCEST.ER COUNTY'S 
LARGEST ARMY & NAVY 
STORE 
"WHERE YOU CAN 
ONLY GET IT 
CHEAPER IF YOU 
ENLIST" 
148 Main St., (near Uncoln 
Sq.) across from Marriot Hotel 
••• 753-2684 •.• 
.. 
Red: What do you get when you com-
bine the ftl'lt, third end fourth verttcle 
forces? LOVE CHUCK 
DEPANGE - HAVE YOU FOUND AN 
ORANGE COOR DINA TING OUTFIT 
TO GO WITH YOU HANDS YET? 
Pocket the $avings 
on Nike, Converse, Timberland and 
(Athletic cloth Ing too!) • • • • Kanga~OOS 
tf. :Kg a RC...,0..,.0 
sa .... ~-::~ .... &=rng 
279 Main Street ·Worcester, MA 
DAILY 9 :30-5:30, WED. 'TIL8:30 • FREE VALIDATED PARKING 
15°/o off on all Kangaroos with 
SENIORS 
During B term Newspeak is going to help you 
prepare for your comp, help you sharpen your 
technical skills, and steady your nerves. A new twist 
for the academic torn . For further details, see the 
next issue of Newspeak. 
Page 10 NEWS PEAK 
Road trip successful 
Engineers clobber Colby 26-3 
by Jeff Lenard 
After two successive victoliel at 
home, the WPI Football Teem took to the 
road and again emerged unscathed 
against Colby In Waterville. WPI won the 
game 26-3, and appeered to be In 
control throughout. However, the game 
was marred by several cheap shots by 
Colby and some questionable officiat-
ing. 
lewlcz making the tackle. The Engineers 
unfortunately experfenced the same 
plight on their next possession. Al-
though they began to gain on offense, 
they were stopped on fourth down this 
time as well. Aa the first quarter ended, 
the score remained 0-0. 
On WPl's first possession in the 
second half, they were again able to 
( SPORTS J 
move the ball on offense. After the 
defense forced Colby to punt deep In 
their own end, WPI used their good fleld 
position and mounted a drive. Finally, on 
a first and goal situation, quarterback 
John Scacciotti took an option play in 
for a touchdown, capping a thirteen play 
drive. Dean Ayotte's kick was good and 
the Engineers led 7-0. 
Tuesday, Octobers, 1982 
Becauae of the strong winds Satur-
day, WPt tried to limit their offense to a 
st99dy ground game and was aucceasful 
tor moat of the game. This was due 
mainly to the fine blocking of the entire 
offen8lve unit. The blocking enabled 
Chip Bienla, John Salvadore. Jim Leon-
ardo, and Erie Kapantla to run at will all 
afternoon. The defensive unit waa Im-
~ a well, rebounding from last 
week. They were able to shut down 
Colby on offense, but were aided by 
three tumcMtrl. All In all, the victory was 
a total teem effort. 
On Colby's next poS98881on, the de-
fense held them again, and WPI had the 
ball on the Colby 35 yard line thanks to 
Ken Perry's "3 yard punt return . Ave 
plays later the Engineers scored again, 
aa Scacclottl took In the quarterback 
sneak. Ayotte's kick was good and the 
Engineers led 7-0. 
Chip Blenla llld• throUflh the hole for • big gainer. - Dan Jacavanco. 
In the first five minutes of the game, 
the WPI defense showed character as 
Colby was drtvlng In WPI territory. The 
defense forced a fumble and Jim Jack-
man f'8COY9f'8d It for one of his two 
turnover recoveries. However, the En-
gineers hed not yet jelled on offense, 
and could not score. On Colby's next 
poasmion, they again mounted a drive 
and had reached WPl'a 24 yard line. 
However, on a fourth down and two to 
go, the defense held with Roger U&zak-
Colby still could not score on their 
next possession, as they were stopped 
by Mike Oagle'a Interception on the 
Engineer 37 yard line. Dagle's Inter-
ception was especially rewarding con-
sidering he was substituting for the 
ln)ured Rob Henderson at linebacker, 
Illustrating WPl's depth on the squad. 
The first half ended with the score stlll 
Field hockey now 5-1 
by Kelli Mackey 
The Women's Field Hockey team 
ended their winning 9treak at four 
games with this week's 3-2 loss to 
Connecticut Cotlege. 
The first half wu marked by aggres-
sive on-M play on both sldel; how-
e¥er, WPI was lacking defensively. Con-
necticut College ecored their three 
goeta In the first half due mainly to poor 
COY91ag9 In the defenalve circle. The 
offenae mede a number of attempt. to 
ICOf9 but none suc:ceeded and the half 
ended with a 3-0 Connecttcut leed. 
The eecond half proved to be quite the 
oppoelte u WPI plckltd up momentum 
both off9nslvely and defensM!y. Soph-
omore Chrfa Clancy acored on a penalty 
stroke after one of Connecticut's defen-
sive playera kicked the ball u It headed 
for the goal. The lady Engineers gained 
4MM'I more strength after this goal while 
the Connecticut squad w.akened con-
alderably. With only two minut• re-
maining, Chris Clancy ecored again on a 
atrong drive made just Inside Conn's 
circle. Deeplte WPI'• valiant efforts to 
come back, the game ended In their first 
I<*. 
On Saturday WPI Journeyed to Frank-
lln Pierce College In New Hampshire to 
avenge Wednesday's loss. Thia time WPI 
wasted no time In getting started. Within 
ten minutes of game start, WPI wu 
ahead 1-0 on a Robin Hart goal. WPI 
continued to dominate and registered 
another goal on a Terese Kwlad(owskl 
shot. 
In aecond half play, Franklin Pierce 
was out for revenge. Their determina-
tion was clear and the WPI defense was 
pot to work. Headed by Chris Clancy 
and Michelle Payant, the defense suc-
ceufully led the ball up to the forward 
line.~obln Hart and Terese Kwlatkow-
·Ski each scored again widening the gap 
to 4-0. Pierce continued to gain strength 
and eventually scored when a strong 
drive outside WPl's circle was tipped In 
by Pierce's left Inner. WPI retaliated with 
a Kathy Taylor goal mede off of Kathy 
Cronin's asaistlng pass. However, In the 
remaining three minutes of play, 
Pierce's left Inner scored again. Never-
thelesa, the three point spread esta-
bllshed by WPI wu more than enough 
aa the Lady Engineers upped their 
record to 5-1 . 
WPI will travel to Tufts University on 
Tuesday for what should be one of the 
toughest matches on the achedule. 
NPI 14 - Colby 0. 
As the second half opened, WPI was 
given a slight scare as Colby managed a 
field goal on thelrfirst possession of the 
half. However, the Engineers appeared 
unruffled and began their own drive. The 
fourteen play drive was highlighted by 
Scacclottl'& passes to Leonardo and 
Mark Hannigan, both of which resulted 
in big gains. The Engineers scored on 
Chip Blenla's five yard romp off tackle, 
and led 20-3 as the extra point was 
missed. 
The third quarter continued to be WPI 
dominated, as Jim Jackman Intercepted 
a Colby pass on COiby's next posses-
sion However, the WPI offense could 
not capltallze on the turnover and 
punted ending the third quarter. 
On WPl's first posaeaion In ithe final 
quarter, they scored again. Scacclottl 
was the key In this drive as he ran two 
successive option plays for big gains. 
After a pass Interference call against 
Colby, Blenla again took the ball In for a 
six yard touchdown run, and the Engin-
eers added six more points for a 26-3 
lead. A two point conversion failed and 
WPI stlll led by the same score. 
Colby tried to start a final drive 
halfway through the final perfod, but 
were on a fourth and short yardage by 
the Engineer defense with Jim Hous-
keeper supplying the key tackle. Neither 
team was able to score In the remaining 
minutes and the final score stayed at 26-
3. 
Although the score Is not Indicative, 
WPI totally dominated the game. If it 
wasn't for some questionable calls a-
gainst the Engineers, Including Leon-
ardo's 90 yard touchdown romp on a 
kickoff which was called back due to a 
WPI penalty, the score might have been 
greater. However, the Engineers have to 
be pleased with their performance thus 
far this season. Saturday's defensive 
heroes were Brian Fuller, Bill Abbott, 
Co-captain Joe Phelan. and John Bibln-
aki. So far, the WPI squad has outscored 
Its opponents 129 to 35 and appear to be 
on the way to their beat season ever. The 
Engineers' ne><t teat will be on Saturday 
as they play Lowell In Lowell. Hopefully, 
they can Increase their record to 4-0. 
They wlll have a fight, though, as Lowell 
was one of the only two teams to defeat 
the Engineers last year. However, this 
year's edition of the WPI team appears to 
be much stronger than last year's team. 
Rugby posts first victory 
The newly-formed WPI Women's Rug-
by club posted Its first victory In its four-
game history last Saturday against 
Mount Holyoke College. In the past, WPI 
has played Mount Holyoke twice, Im-
proving In quantum leaps until they 
completely obliterated their archrivals. 
Taking a score of 8-0 the WPI women 
dominated play for the entire game 
spending much of that time within 
Mount Holyoke's ten yard line. 
Exemplary play was noted from cap-
tain Kris Rydlng, scorfng the first "try" 
on an unassisted run, and from Stevie 
Ford, bulllng In from the one yard fine 
carrying most of Mount Holyoke with 
her. "Hit of the Week" went to winger 
"Little Annie Fanny" Pettit. The coaches, 
already expecting an excellent perfor-
mance by freshman fullback Mary Allen 
playing In her first game were awed as 
she excelled beyond all predictions and 
easily earned the titles of both rookie 
and player of the week. Also noted were 
Chris "Kiiier'' Cataldo for her consistent 
tackles, and Pam Berg for her hard 
running. 
The WPI Women's Rugby Club. dom-
inated by freshman and sophomores, Is 
now 1-1 for the season with three games 
remaining and a challenging spring 
season to look forward to. 
WPI Stars of the Week 
Cotta Enngelelcoa 
Hit at the ~· .. 1c 
Deten•IN Pfe , of ,,,. WHk 
John SC.CCIOttl 
OtfentlV• Player of th• w .. k 
Mike Deght 
Back of th• WHk 
Marie Hannlgen 
Linemen ot the Week 
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Defense • IS the key to • soccer wins 
by Stephen Demars 
Newspeak Staff 
The Soccer Engineers are back on 
track, fully recovering from their first 
and hopefully last toss of the season by 
shutting out Lowell University (1-<>) and 
downing Trinity College (2-1 ). 
WPI dominated the first half play over 
the Lowell Chiefs, but could only come 
up with one goal. Dave King, In his 
second game back from an ankle Injury, 
scored the first and consequently game 
winning goal. assisted by Tony Pileggi. 
The Chiefs were too busy making war In 
the first half to concentrate on the game. 
They received five yellow cards, Inclu-
ding a team yellow and a coach yellow 
tor unsportsmanlike conduct. 
Lowell settled down In the second 
half, which for the most part was spent 
on the WPI end of the field, but the 
Chiefs managed but few great scoring 
opportunities. The Engineers had a few 
opportunities of their own, but the 
offense seldom broke half field until the 
late minutes of the game. 
"It was a good team effort," said coach 
King "We managed to squeezes goalln, 
but our forwards Just aren't clicklng." 
It was parents day at Trinity, and the 
Engineers really put on a show. Al-
though the 2-1 score may make one 
think that the game was even, WPI plain 
out-hustled and out-played Trinity. Des-
pite the fact that sophomore star Amaro 
Goncalves has been sidelined with tom 
ligaments In his knee, "the defense did a 
super Job," said coach King, with out-
standing performances from freshmen 
Scott Weyman and Jeff Lueke. 
The Engineers scored first, just 52 
seconds Into the game as captain Joe 
Sheehan sent a Steve King corner kick 
Into the back of the net. Trinity retal-
llated six minutes later rolling one by 
an outstretched Jay Dumphy. From that 
point on, the game was all WPI. 
Two minutes later, Dave King was 
robbed by the crossbar in one of the 
many offensive attacks generated by the 
Engineers. Senior Tony Plleggl broke 
the tie with what would prove to be the 
game winning goal, aaalsted again by 
Steve King with stlll 23 minutes left In the 
half 
In the second half. Trinity seldom saw 
WPI turf. The solid defensive and mid-
field play setup many scoring opportun-
ities Including a missed open net and a 
shot that rang the post. Sophomore 
wlng~ack John Meehan had the single 
most defensive ptay of the game by 
cleartng a ball that had already beaten 
Jay Dumphy and had "goal" written all 
over It. 
Everyone's heard that "the beat de-
fense Is a strong offense." Welt, for the 
Engineers, It's the other way around. A 
strong defense Is the key to their 
offense, setting up many scoring oppor-
tunities. As tong u the opportunities 
keep coming, the forwards will be able to 
send some home. a.try St. Pl«re llnea up e ahot. 
-Andylklnner. 
Volleyball defeats. Brandeis and WNEC 
by Marion Keeler 
The WPI Women's Volleyball team 
added two wins to their record last 
Friday night when they defeated Bran-
deis University and Western New Eng-
land College. The team played three 
games against Brandeis. but was able to 
beat WNEC In two. The victories were 
cheered on by a home crowd of about 50 
spectators. The fans supported the team 
with cheers and applause. and even by 
singing "Happy Birthday" to Sonia An-
drianowycz 
WPI faced Brandeis who had just been 
defeated by WNEC. The game began 
slowly, but WPI began to take the lead. 
Cheryl Macedo and Karen Casella 
played their serves and spikes well. Back 
row players Fran Weiss and Linda Plaza 
made great bumps, while their substi-
tutes Joyce Barker and Barb Thlssell 
aced spikes In the front. Setters Adrl-
anowycz and Sue Padell kept the plays 
going. Jeanne Travers who substituted 
for Adrlanowycz In the front row, like-
wise had good serves and spikes. The 
women finally made winning look easy 
with a score of 15-8. The second game 
against Brandeis did not go as well. but 
players Marlon Keeler and Jackie Blas-
coechea were able to play. After the 
defeat, 15-11, WPI regrouped, won the 
first serve and began the third game with 
confidence. Their final victory score was 
15-7 
WPI then faced WNEC. Both teams 
were psyched from their win over Bran-
deis, yet WPI had gained their momen-
tum. They rolled over WNEC In the first 
game 15-10 and In the second game 15-
4. 
The victories of Friday's tri-match 
offset the team's losses against Merri-
mack and RIC on Monday, September 
27. The team travelled to RIC and 
watched RIC defeat Merrimack In the 
first match. Then It was WPl's turn. The 
women took an early lead over Merri-
mack 11-2 After a few time-outs, substi-
tutions by both teams and a couple of 
bad plays by WPI. Merrimack closed the 
gap to 13-13. Although WPI continued to 
fight, Merrimack gained the final win-
ning points 15-13. In the second game, 
there was more of a battle for points. 
WPI achieved a better offense but Merri-
mack was fired up and ready for a win. 
The final score. 16-14, shows the close 
battle of that match. 
WPI then faced the formldeble oppo-
nents of RIC. In this match, WPI rose to 
the challenge and made some excellent 
floor plays. Unfortunately, their sklll and 
enthusiasm did not match that of RIC 
who won the two games 15-5 and 15-6. 
In this away trl-match, the team was 
missing a few of their players, yet those 
who went were able to play 
The women travel to Stonehlll Wed-
nesday, Oct. 6, and will be playing again 
at home In Harrington Gym on Saturday, 
Oct. 9 at 11 ;00 against Assumption and 
Wheaton. 
Race walking is on 
the move 
by Jeanne Benjamin 
Racewalklng originated In the 19th 
century In Europe when endurance 
races were held tor Intervals of six days 
at a time. Hence, when people were too 
tired to run any further, they began to 
race walk. Race walking has come a long 
way since then. and Is now considered 
to be a fine and valuable sport by many 
athletes throughout the world. 
Although race walking Is becoming 
more popular all the time, those who 
participate are still few and far between. 
Here at WPI. Prof. Brian Savllonls. an 
authority on, and active participant of 
racewalklng, was courteous enough to 
provide Newap .. k with vital Information 
on this subject 
There are two fundamental rules that 
define the sport of racewalklng First, 
there must always be one foot on the 
ground, and secondly. the support leg. 
the one touching the ground, must be 
straight. The sport Is an event In t~e 
Olympic competition and now races tn 
the 20km and so km distances. Race 
walking Is most commonly run on flat 
surfaces with a minimum of hills be-
cause It is hard to maintain form In hilly 
situations. 
No sp&olal equipment Is needed other 
than a good pair of running shoes Race 
walkers tradltlonally are not Inclined to 
any special Injuries, and therefore need 
no other special accessories Thia tack 
of Injury Is attributed to the fact that 
raoewalkers tend to stay looser and 
don't strike the ground with tremendous 
force. 
Race walking seems to be attracting 
more and more people because It Is 
virtually an Injury free sport. It also 
Involves many more muscle groups than 
running, enhancing flexlblllty In the race 
walker. Because one does not need any 
outstanding ablllty or Inherent speed. It 
can be enjoyed by many. Approximately 
5,000 racewalkers participate In U.S. 
competitions, the prime ages of parti-
cipants range from the late 20's to early 
30's. At the present time. racewalklng Is 
most popular In Europe and Mexico. 
Here In the U.S .. many race walkers can 
be found in Boston, California. and 
Washington, D C. Although group exer-
cise Is favored, race walkers often find 
themselves alone because the sport Is 
stlll growing. Race walking Is nearly as 
popular with women as with men, and 
because It Is generally a stress and 
Injury free sport. people can en)oy it 
for many years Even men and women 
who are 80 years and older consider 
race walking to be an en)oyable and 
rewarding pastime 
Joyce Barker leaps up for th• block. - Dan JacaYenco. 
Tennis back on track 
by Liz Groleau 
The WPI Women's Tennis Team Is 
back on track after losing three matches 
The weather has played a signlflcanl 
role In prohibiting play, matches aa well 
as practice. But once again the aun 
continues to shine, enabllng the women 
to enjoy play. The match against Gor-
don College that was rescheduled for 
last Wednesday still has not been played 
due to rain. Despite the bad weather 
earlier In the week, two matches were 
played this past week on Friday and 
Saturday 
Friday. the strength of the Brandela 
squad was more than the WPI women 
could handle. The match score was 2-7, 
with wins coming from Jenny Davis at 
second singles and also at number two 
doubles with her partner Lisa Longwell. 
At New Hampshire College, the tables 
were turned for the WPI Tennis Team 
posting a 6-1 win. The winning slnglea 
players were Debbie Biederman, Jenny 
Davis, Cheryl Bultenhuys and Thomasin 
Mento. Thomasin exhibited top play, 
winning her first played slngles match In 
three sets. Anjl Seth had a more dlfflcult 
time with her opponent, but eased her 
off the court In doubles with her partner 
Jenny Davis. Debbie Biederman and 
Cheryl Bultenhuya played a tough net 
game. abusing their opponents with no 
time put to waste 
Saturday was a long day for the WPI 
Women's Tennis Team and the posted 
win was Just what Coach Power pre-
scribed. The team Is rolling once again 
and will be anxious to improve the 4-3 
season record this week. 
-
Undefeated Jenny Davia llnH up a forehand. 
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wltAT'S ltAppENiNG 
Tuelday, October 5 
Cinematech Film Series presents "Stevie", Alden Hall, 7·30 P.M 
ME Colloquium featuring Mr. David Beach of Eastman Kodak who will 
present "Design and Marketing Considerations for lnstamatic and 
Kodamatic Product Lines" 
Weekday Mass. Religious Center. 10:00 P.M. 
Wednelday, October 8 
Women's Tennis vs. Suffolk, 3:30 P.M. 
Varsity Field Hockey vs. Clark, 4:15 P.M. 
Spectrum Fine Arts Series presents "The Future of Space Exploration" 
with Dr. Isaac Asimov, Alden Hall, 8 :00 P.M. 
German Club meeting, first floor of World House, 7:00 P.M. 
Men's Club Volleyball meeting, Alumnl Gym, 4:00 P M. 
Thunct.y, October 7 
Coffeehouse Entertainment featuring Chalmers Brothers, Wedge, 
9:00 P.M. 
Rape Prevention Workshop, Higgins House Library, 6:3o-8:30 P.M. 
CM Colloqulum, "Ethylene Oxide-From Laboratory to Plant Optimi-
zation", Goddard Hall Room 227, 11:00 A.M. 
Executive Council meeting, Library Seminar Room, 7:00 P.M. 
Friday, October 8 
Sweater sale in the Wedge, 10:00 A.M. 
Saturday, October 9 
Women's Volleyball vs. Assumption and Wheaton, 11:00 A.M. 
Varsity Field Hockey vs. Amherst, 11:00 A.M. 
Pub Entertainment, 9:00 P.M. 
Sunday, October 10 
Sunday Mass, Alden Hall, 11 :00 A.M. 
The Reel Thing presents "Richard Pryor - Live on Sunset Strip,", 
Alden Hall, 6:30 and 9:30 P.M. Admission $1.00. 
Monday, October 11 
Varsity Field Hockey vs. Nichols, 4:15 P.M. 
Spectrum Fine Arts Series presents "Bob Fellows - Magician " 
Alden Hall, 8:00 P.M. ' 
Tueaday, October 12 
Blood Drive, Alden Hall. 
Women's Volleyball vs. USCGA and ECSC, 1:00 P.M. 
ThisDeskcanBeachMach 2. 
Some desk jobs are 
more exciting than 
others. 
As a Navy pilot 
or flight officer, your 
desk can be a sophis-
ticated combination 
of supersonic jet air-
making authority. 
In the air, and on the 
ground, you have 
management responsi 
bility from the begin-
ning. And your 
responsibility grows 
as you gain experience. 
craft and advanced electronic equipment. 
But you can handle it. Because Navy 
flight training gives you the navigation, 
aerodynamics and other technical 
know-how you need. 
No company can give you this kind of 
leadership responsibility this fast. And 
nothing beats the sheer excitement of 
Navy flying. 
The salary is exciting, too. Right 
away, you'll earn about $18,000 a year. 
That's better than the average corpora· 
tion will pay you just out of college. 
And with regular Navy promotions and 
other pay increases, your annual 
In return, Navy aviation demands 
something of you as an officer: 
Leadership. 
Your path to leadership starts with 
officer training that's among the most 
demanding in the military. It's intensive 
leadership and professional schooling 
combined with rigorous Navy flight 
training. And it's all geared to prepare 
salary will soar to $30,400 after four 
years. That's on top of a full package 
of benefits and privileges. 
you and other college 
graduates for the 
unique challenge of 
Navy aviation. The 
program is tough but 
rewarding. 
One important 
reward for Navy 
officers is decision-
Before you settle down to an earth-
r ~v7o;;o~.;;;;y- - - - -" 7.o 1 
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bound desk job, reach 
for the sky. Reach for 
the coupon. Find out 
what it takes to be 
part of the Na val 
Aviation Tham. You 
could have a desk 
that flies at twice the 
speed of sound. 
